Production Supplies

Production Equipment

A leader in ESD safety, with a broad depth of products including
anti-static wrist straps, table mats, ESD footwear and test
equipment. Intelligent ESD ionizers.

Our systems include batch and inline, aqueous and solvent,
spray-in-air, and spray under immersion with ultrasonics.
Applications include solar panel cleaning, medical, military,
aerospace, cleaning printed circuit board cleaning (aqueous and
semi-aqueous), SMT, flip chip, BGA, etc.

Since 1958, our product offering has grown from a few handful
of cleaners to a complete line of ultra-pure solvents,
degreasers, swabs, wipes, and repair tools for the electrical,
electronics and telecommunications industry.

Robotic soldering, robotic dispensing, robotic screw fastening,
press fit machines, PCB laser marking, PCB depaneling, PCB
racks, industrial presses and custom automation.

Excelta Corporation is an internationally known supplier and
manufacturer of Precision Hand Tools as well as Custom Hand
Tools for all types of industries including Bio-Medical
Manufacturing & Research, Electronics Assembly, Military
Manufacturing & Consumer Electronics.

Over 35 years ago, Fuji Machine Manufacturing (FMMC) started
producing electronic assembly equipment. Through the years,
we have remained committed to creating, developing, and
manufacturing the surface mount (SMT) industry's most
innovative assembly solutions.

For more than 60 years, Eubanks Engineering has been
developing and making innovative products designed to give
the world better ways to process wire and test wiring
assemblies.

HEPCO, Inc. has designed and built component lead forming
equipment in its Sunnyvale, California facility since the early
1970’s.

For over 60 years, Hakko has been producing superior quality
soldering and desoldering tools, hot air rework stations, smoke
and fume extraction systems.

Kolver S.r.l. was founded more than 25 years ago as an
engineering firm with the single minded focus of developing the
world best and most cost effective AC and DC electric
screwdrivers.

Supplier of lead free, no-clean , and water soluble solder
pastes, fluxes, bar solder, solder preforms

Production benches, adjustable and modular workstations,
vertical space integrators, cabinets and wall storage systems

LED and UV magnifying lamps, task lighting, microscopes,
heads up inspection systems, mic booms and monitor arms

AOI (Automated Optical Inspection) machines for printed circuit
boards and X-Ray automated inspection machines. 3D SPI
(Solder Paste Inspection)

ZESTRON's primary focus is to offer our customers the most
innovative products, services and solutions to satisfy even the
most stringent precision cleaning requirements.

We develop and manufacture soldering machines and
automation technology for the electronics industry that are trend
setting. In our 40-years history of success we decisively
contributed to new technologies in the electronics production and
we are a strong and reliable partner for our customers.
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